T o r b e n / E . Mogensen* D I K U C o m p u t e r Science D e p a r t m e n t U n i v e r s i t y of C o p e n h a g e n U n i v e r s i t e t s p a r k e n 1 D K -2 1 0 0 K o b e n h a v n 0 , D E N M A R K email: t o r b e n m~d i k u . d k A b s t r a c t Binding time analysis is used to distinguish the variables in a program that will have a known value at a time when only some of the parameters to the program are given. This is used in partiM evaluation and has been found to be essential for efficient self-application and thus compiler generation by self-application of a partial evaluator with respect to an interpreter.
an imprecise result will be propagated throughout the program being analyzed. Another reason for requiring better precision in binding time analysis is the purpose of the analysis: determining which computations should be done at compile time. Moving computations from compile time to run time can have disastrous effects on the efficiency of a program, whereas using lazy evaluation instead of strict evaluation has a more limited penalty.
Most previous work in binding time analysis [Jones, Sestoft, Sendergaard 85, 88] , [Jones 88] , [Mogeusen 88] , [Romanenko 88] have used untyped first order languages. The notable exceptions are [Nielson, Nielson 88] and [Schmidt 88 ] that uses typed lambda calculus and [Launchbury 88 ] that uses a first order typed functional language. This paper is in one way best comparable to Schmidt's and Nielson & Nielson' s works as it uses a higher order language, but the method used is derived from Launchbury's use of projections (domain retracts) to describe binding times.
Launchbury's paper describe the domain constructions and proves some properties about them, giving only hints as to how to actually perform the analysis. This paper examines this problem in details, and finds that there are some non-trivial problems involved, especially in connection with recursive data types and higher order types.
The goal of this paper is to provide an analysis with very precise results, aiming at a higher information content than the analysis of Nielson & Nielson. O u t l i n e
In section 2 we present the type system and the principle of using projections for describing binding times. In section 3 we construct finite projection domains for each type in the system and define the greatest lower bound of projections. Section 4 presents the binding time analysis algorithm by constructing abstract versions of the operators in a functional language and proving these correct. Section 5 shows two examples of the analysis~ section 6 discuss some implementation issues and in section 7 we round off with some conclusions.
Preliminaries
Since the binding time analysis is intended to be used in connection with partial evaluation of a language similar to the modern strongly typed functional languages like Lazy ML or Miranda, we will in this paper use a simplified version of such languages, essentially typed curried combinators.
We use the IIindley/Milner type system as used in several functional languages (e.g. Lazy ML). This is a type system with sum, product, higher order types and polymorphism which we describe using an explicit fixed-point operator (p) to construct recursive types, rather than by referencing to names in a global recursive type definition.
We use this notation: r = void lint I . -I r x r I tagl rl +... + tagn "r, I 7" ~ v I i~c~i.l"lc~ i where c~i are type variables and int is the type of integers. There can be other base types. The product is non-strict to allow lazy evaluation, and the sum is separated, void is an one-element type containing only ±. Type variables bound by a /t are used for recursive types, and free type variables are used for polymorphism. The free variables are implicitly universally quantified. To restrict this to the ttindley/Milner type system (as known from e.g. ML), not all type formulas will be legal. Recursive types must be sum types (to lift the domain, it might be a "sum of one type"), and the injection tags used for sum types must be unique (i.e., no two types can use the same tag). In addition to this we require that there must be finite polymorphism, i.e., there can only be finitely many instantiations of polymorphic type variables. This is no great restriction, as extremely few programs use unbounded polymorphism.
The Hindley/Milner type inferencer will only accept finitely polymorphic functions, if explicit user declarations of the types of functions are not used.
A polymorphic list can with this notation be expressed as: O pa -----pa where I D A denotes the identity mapping on A. Projections can be used to describe information content: a projection ( I D A ) that maps all elements of A to themselves, describes full information, whereas a projection ( A B S E N T A ) that maps all elements to ± will describe totM lack of information. Thus it is natural to use projections to describe the amount of information available at partial evaluation time (compile time): whatever is left intact by a projection is considered static, whereas the parts mapped to ± are considered dynamic.
Binding time analysis consists of finding a projection Pb for the output of a function, given the function f : A --* B, and a projection Pa for its input, so that
This means that whatever Pb retains of the output of f is not dependent of the part of input that Pa discards. Note that we are interested in the p~ that discards as little as possible of its value, i.e., the largest if we use the normal partial ordering of functions.
It might seem strange that we want to find the greatest solution, as it is normal in abstract interpretation to look for the least solution. However projections are not the same as sets of values, rather a projection describes information content. %then using projections (with the normal ordering), it would seem natural in a forwards analysis to look for the strongest post-condition (i.e., the greatest solution) and in a backwards analysis to look for the weakest precondition (i.e., the least solution), as in strictness analysis using projections [Wadler, Hughes 87] . The choice between forwards and backwards analysis will depend on the problem. Strictness analysis "which parameters need to be known to find the result of the function" seems to be a kind of pre-condition, whereas the Pb above represents a post-condition for f with respect to the pre-condition represented by Pa.
Note that it will in general not be possible to find a maximal Pb. Consider the function:
where we assume that the conditional is strict in the condition. If g x never terminates then f = ~x.L, so Pb = I D is safe by the equation above. If g x sometimes terminates pb = Pa is the largest safe result. Thus, if pa ;£ I D then finding the largest Pb would involve solving the halting problem! We will in our analysis assume terra±nation of programs, so the results of the analysis will be the same for strict and lazy languages. 
Projections
Given a type formula for a type A, we want to construct a finite domain of representations of projections 79A for A. Any used polymorphically to represent IDA and A B S E N T A for any A. We will assume the existence of an implicit semantic function, mapping representations to projections. We allow several representations of the same projection, but we will be able to identify these. We will in the descriptions below allow ourselves to be a bit sloppy in distinguishing projections and their representations. When the difference is important, we will state which meaning is used. We will order the representations by comparing the projections they represent. 
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For recursive types we have:
Here we require consistency in the choice of identifiers. Free type variables have no fixed set of projections, rather they inherit the projection domain of any type that instantiates them 1. The above definitions gives the following set of projections for the c~ list type:
So the projection will either return .1_, or map a projection onto the elements of the list.
So far we have not defined projections on functional types. A projection on a function must return a smaller function: a function that always returns a smaller value. This can be done in several ways, it e.g.,, by composing it with a projection (in either end). It is however more useful (as we will see) to think of the function as a closure, 
. qm]}
In this way the domain of projections for higher order types are not only dependent on the type, but also on the program. The set need not contain closures for all functions in the program, as it can be a default that any closure not represented will have the identity projection.
Whereas the projections for the first order values have a meaning independent of the program being analyzed, thus being extensional, the projection for functional values is strongly dependent on the actual program text, thus being very intensional. This makes the analysis less "clean", but it also greatly increases the quality of the result of the analysis. We believe that this increased precision is worth the price paid in loss of conceptual clarity.
G r e a t e s t L o w e r B o u n d
During a binding time analysis we will often want, given two or more projections, to find a projection that discards all that any of these discards and keeps all that all of these keep. This is the greatest lower bound (I-1) of the projections.
The greatest lower bound of two projections pl and p2 can be defined as:
Note that in general the greatest lower bound of two projections need not be idempotent, and thus not a projection.
In the domains of representations we will, however, be able to construct a representation of a lower bound that will represent a projection, and that (with the exception of the functional types) will represent the greatest lower bound in the domains of projections as well.
We will now construct the greatest lower bound for each ~A.
For all types and all projections p we will have:
B S E N T ~ p = A B S E N T
This completely defines [q for the types void and int, so we will continue with the remaining types, showing only the cases not defined by the above rules. 
7~. :
In the rule for a bound type variable we can assume that the same identifier is used, as a preceding use of the rule for recursive types will have performed alpha-conversion to ensure this. The rule for recursive types requires that 17
is continuous in the domains of representations of projections. It is trivially monotonous, so only the limits of chains needs to be investigated. For the finite domains this is again trivial, and for the function space projections it can be proven by induction (omitted here).
For projections on functions we have: 
If the closure is seen as a data structure, this is certainly true. If it ~s seen as a function, that is not necessarily the case. If g is monotonic we have
[g ((p~l n p~l) ~1)... ((pl. n r~.) ..)]
but the converse is not always true. Thus we have a lower bound, but not necessarily the greatest. It is however the greatest in the required form. Also, the functions g for which it isn't the greatest lower bound would behave similar to parallel OR, and are thus not expressible in iambda calculus. So for the language presented below, the construction will indeed yield the greatest lower bound.
B i n d i n g T i m e A n a l y s i s
Binding time analysis consists as mentioned earlier of, given a definition of a function and a projection for its input, to find a projection for its output so that
where Pa is the projection for the input to f and pb is the projection for the output. As mentioned in section 2, it will not be possible to find a maximal safe Pb, so we will just try to find a safe p~ while taking care not to make it needlessly small. This wilt be done by constructing an abstract function f # for each function f, such that f # Pa = p b where p~ is the greatest projection in P/~ that has the required property. The f # is constructed by replacing each operator op in f ' s definition by an abstract operator op $. We must for each op # prove that it has the correct relation to op. We will do this by first defining the syntax, then for each operator in the expression syntax define the abstract operator, and then prove that the properties hold. 
x ( A , --+ B) --+ (tag1 A1 + . . . + tag~ A , ) --* B apply : (A --* B) x A --+ B
where we look at the branches of the case operator as functions of the "pattern" variables. Note that the tagi and case operators are not really polymorphic in the sum type arguments. This is because we required unique injection tags, so we could say we have a family of case functions. The branches of a case expression are seen as functions from the summand types to the result type. These functions are seen as a part of the case operator. The apply operator is invisible in the actual syntax, where < exp > < exp > is application of a function to an argument. In addition to these, we will also have constants and operations on the base types (1,2,'a~,+,-,...). We can now give types for the 
. F G).~ po. case p~ o f A B S E N T : A B S E N T tagl f l "~" " T t a g~ f , : (F~b f l ) N . . . n ( F~b fn)
In the abstract expressions variables (e.g. z) have been replaced by projection identifiers (e.g. p~). As f i z is used only on sum type projections, it is only case # that has to worry about this. Similarly it is only tagi # that have to worry about introducing f i z . We will use the fact that the tags are unique to find the type they inject into, specifically if it is a recursive type. In case it is we will extract the projection corresponding to the type variable by the method below, and create a new recursive projection by taking the greatest lower bound of this and the projection obtained by replacing the extracted parts by a projection identifier (f) using the replace function below, and adding a fizAf around the resulting projection. 
eztract or[r] p = i f a does not occur free in r then I D else i f p = A B S E N T then A B S E N T else ease
replace ~ y IT] p = i f c~ does not occur free in r then p else i f p = A B S E N T then A B S E N T else ease ( r , p) o f (~, p)
: y (7"1 x r 2 , (pl,P2))
: But by relaxing the condition to hold for only the functions that actually occur in a given program, we can obtain better results. For the previously mentioned projection structure we can define:
I r e p l a e e a f [ r s ] p l , replacec~f[r2]p21 (taglT1 + ... + tagnVn , tag~px T " " "+ taglnpn) : tag~ (replace a f
apply#(pab,pa) = A B S E N T if P~b = A B S E N T n ¢ ep.b app#l Cpa otherwise where app~ [f Pl . . . pn] pa = f # Pl . . . Pn Pa
i f f h a s n + l p a r a m e t e r s {If P l . . . P , Pa]} otherwise Essentially we add parameters to all the closures involved, producing new closures. When the final element in a closure is given we use the abstract function f # on the argument projections giving a result projection. Since it is possible that some of the abstract closures will be given their final argument and others not, we produce a result projection for each closure (which can be just by adding a parameter to the closure) and take the greatest lower bound of these.
This definition gives us
apply#({[f]},p°) = f# p.
for first-order functions f, as one would expect, f # must be defined to handle polymorphism. This is done by letting it be polymorphic over projection domains. As mentioned above the type system ensures that there will only be finitely many instantiations of any given polymorphic type, so this will not cause non-termination. We will consider the two cases: g has n + 1 parameters, and g has more than n + 1 parameters. In the first case ..p, po) (g (p1,1)...(p, v,) (p~ ~o)) = (g~ pl...p, vo) (g ~1...~, ~o) which is what we needed to prove the property. In the case of g having more than n + 1 parameters we have what we want.
= A B S E N T o c a s e (fl .... , f , ) o A B S E N T = A B S E N T = A B S E N T o c
aPp~I [g P~...V.] Po = {[g P l -. . P . Pal}
R e c u r s i v e f u n c t i o n s p a c e p r o j e c t i o n s
A function space projection may contain abstract closures that have parameters that again are abstract closures etc., so an analysis might run infinitely by building larger and larger nested structures. To solve this we propose to approximate infinite nested structures by recursive definitions. This will be done by recognizing similarities between different levels in the closures and construct a recursive definition by identifying the levels. This might lead to a less precise (smaller) projection, but will not make a safe projection unsafe, so the correctness proofs will still be valid.
When a recursive projection is used it is unfolded one step (which will not change the value). After application the result is made recursive again if necessary.
For recursive types the type structure determines when recursion needs to be introduced in the projection. For functional types this is not so easy. However, abstract closures can only be infinitely nested if a function's arguments can contain a closure of that same function. This can to some extent be decided by the type structure, in the sense that the type of a function must allow a parameter that contain a function of the same type. There are several ways of tying the reeursion. One is to make a recursive definition every time the type would make it possible, another is to do it when a closure actually occur nested inside one of the same structure. The tighter we tie the recursion, the less information we obtain, but the analysis is likely to be faster, as we have made the set of possible values smaller. We have chosen a compromise: if in a set of closures, one of the closures contain a set of closures that overlap the top-level set, then make the set recursive. The recursion is made by replacing the inner set of closures by an identifier, adding the extracted closures to the top level and making the projection reeursive in the inserted variable.
F i x e d -p o i n t i t e r a t i o n
Binding time analysis will be done by a fixed-point iteration using minimal function graphs [Jones, Mycroft 86] . In this strategy we use a minimal function graph (MFG) which contain mappings of abstract functions to their result for specific argument sets (those that are actually needed). The initial MFG will contain only one mapping: the goal and (abstract) function with its parameters, binding the result to the top value (ID). Iteration proceeds by re-evaluating all mappings in the MFG. When a function call is needed, its value from the MFG is used. If there is no mapping for a call, one is added that maps the call to ID. If re-evaluation gives a result different from the one in the MFG, the mapping is changed to the greatest lower bound of the previous and the new value. As all changes are monotonic and there are only finitely many possible argument value combinations the iteration will terminate when a fixed-point is reached. This will then be a consistent solution, and it will be the largest possible as values start with the top element (ID) and are only made lower when necessary.
Examples
An example using polymorphism is shown below. First we define functions: v ; cons v : cons # ((.:st # v, In), m # (snd # v) )
Note that we have called m# directly instead of using apply# which we can do, as m is first order.
To find f # f i x~g . A B S E N T we construct an initial minimal function graph (MFG): [(f#fix~g.ABSENT ~ ID)]
Initially assuming the result is ID. During the fixed-point iteration we add function calls to the MFG, initially mapping them to ID. When we evaluate them we change their value to the new value. This yields the following sequence in the iteration:
As expected, changing the elements of with a list of unknown elements we get
[(f# f i x~g . A B S E N T ~ ID)] [(f# fix)~g.ABSENT ~ I n ) , (m# f i x 2 g . A B S E N T ~-~ ID)] [(f# f i x~g . A B S E N T ~-* ID), (m# f i x 2 g . A B S E N T ~ A B S E N T ) ] [(f# fiz)~g.ABSENT ~-* A B S E N T ) , (m # f i x~g . A B S E N T ~-~ A B S E N T ) ] [(f#fix~g.ABSENT ~-~ A B S E N T ) , (m# fix)~g.ABSENT ~ A B S E N T ) ]
a completely unknown list results in a completely unknown list. if we start the following final result:
nil' ID "~eons' ( A B S E N T , g) ~-~ firSt.nil' I D -~eons' ( ( ( A B S E N T , 1D), ID), g)), (m # ~r~g.nil' ID T e o n s J ( A B S E N T , g) ~-* fizA g.nil' I D T eons' ( ( A B S E N T , I D), g) ), (m # fixAg.nil' ID "~cons t ( ( A B S E N T , ID), g) ~-~ firSt.nil' ID Teons' ( ( ( A B S E N T , ID), ID), g))]
where we have omitted the intermediate steps for reasons of space. Note that the two mappings for m # are of different instances of the polymorphic type. There need not always be a mapping for every instance, as all mappings where the projection for the polymorphic part is ID or A B S E N T will be shared by all types. Now we will show an example with higher order functions. In the example closures can be built to an arbitrary depth, which means that recursive function projections will be needed. 
e a r n f 2 : (int ~ tree) --. ( i n t --. tree) -~ i n t --. tree
f2 gl g2n = node(g1 n, g2 n)
The function mart takes as argument a binary tree with integer leaves and returns a tree with the same structure but with all the leaves replaced by the maximum value of the leaves of the input tree. This is done by constructing a function that given an integer will build the tree with that integer and then supply this with the maximum value that was found in the same passage of the input tree as the function. Now follows the abstract functions (this time without type declarations):
f l # n = leaf # n f2 # gl g2 n = node # (apply # gl n, apply# g2 n)
In the iteration below we start by giving mart a projection that keeps the structure of the tree but discards the leaves.
We would thus expect a result projection of the same type. This projection has the form:
fiz)tpq.lea f ' A B S E N T T node t (pa, Pa)
and will be referred to as pp in the example. We show only the final result, and have removed unreachable configurations.
[(ma=~# pp ~ pp), 6 I m p l e m e n t a t i o n I s s u e s
In the rules for greatest lower bound and in other places we have either assumed that there are no name conflicts in the variables used to make recursive types and projections or else exphcitly alpha-converted the names. In an implementation this can be be made simpler by using DeBruijn indexing of these variables. This also makes comparison of projections easier.
In some cases where higher order functions are used to build continuations the minimal function graph will contain separate mappings for all possible continuation structures (down to the depth where recursion is tied). As well as making the analysis slow, this also makes the result less useful, as we are really only interested in a single mapping using all possible continuations. A way of achieving this is to combine mappings in the MFG that have identical arguments except for the functional arguments, where the sets of closures are overlapping. The overlap requirement makes the chance of combining mappings that are really used in different contexts small. Note that the condition for combining mappings is the same as the condition for making a function projection recursive.
In the examples shown, the value of a mapping is always taken from the previous MFG, even if a new value has already been computed in the new MFG. Using the new value instead will make the iteration shorter. If this strategy is used, evaluating the latest additions to the MFG first will improve iteration speed further.
C o n c l u s i o n
We have presented an algorithm for binding time analysis of a higher order functional language with a polymorphic type system. It extends the ideas of [Launchbury 88 ] to higher order functions and polymorphic types, and compares well to [Nielson, Nielson 88] A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s I wouM like to thank Chris Hankin for supervising my work at Imperial College and also many other people there for helpful discussions. I also had benefit from discussions with John Launchbury, John Hughes and several other people from the University of Glasgow. Finally thanks to Neil Jones, other people at DIKU and Flemming Nielson for helpful criticism and comments.
